In this paper, we present a further investigation for the exact solvability of non-relativistic quantum spectrum systems for modified Cornell potential (m.c.p.) by means Boopp's shift method instead to solving deformed Schrödinger equation (d.s.e.) with star product, in the framework of both noncommutativity three dimensional real space and space phase (NC: 3D-RSP). The exact corrections for lowest excitations states: ground and first excited states are found straightforwardly for interactions for quarkouniom systems ( qq with , ,.. Nl  sub-states in the new quantum symmetries of (NC: 3D-RSP). It is shown that the (d.s.e.) for (m.c.p.) has the similar behaviors to the relativistic Dirac equation which the polarities of fermionic particle appear exciplicitly.
INTRODUCTION
One of the important issues of modern nonrelativistic and relativistic quantum mechanics is to solve three fundamental equations: Schrödinger (for fermionic particle with spin 1 / 2 s  ), Klein-Gordon (for bosonic particle with spin zero) and Dirac (for fermionic particle with spin r ) for central and non central potentials of physical and chemical interest. Although Schrödinger it is the first fundamental equation it remains interesting in the microscopic scales, it is playing a crucial role in devising well-behaved physical models in different fields of physics and chemists, many potentials are treated within the framework of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics based on this equation in two, three and D generalized spaces , the quantum structure based to the ordinary canonical commutations relations (CCRs) in both Schrödinger and Heisenberg (the operators are depended on time) pictures (CCRs), respectively, as: 
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Here Ĥ denote to the ordinary quantum Hamiltonian operator. Recently, much considerable effort has been expanded on the solutions of Schrödinger, Dirac and Klein-Gordon equations to noncommutative quantum mechanics, the present paper investigates first the present new quantum structure which introduced firstly by H. Snyder, The Quantization of space time [30] . This new structure of quantum mechanics based to new noncommutative canonical commutations relations (NNCCRs) in both Schrödinger and Heisenberg pictures, respectively, as follows : 
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It is-well known, that, in usual quantum mechanics, the three components ( 
The study of modified Cornell potential has now become a very interest field due to their applications in different fields, in modeling the interaction potentials of the quark-antiquark systems typically use hold-type potentials and it is very urgent to study the potential quark for lattice QCD and QCD sum rules [30] , here, we shall attempt to solve the (d.s.e.) in (NC: 3D-RSP) by using the generalization of Boopp's shift method, which is a direct results of star product and recently used by many authors to solve (d.s.e.) for different potential forms . It is important to notice that, the author A. Al-Jamel has been studied the potential bility to obtain other applications to this potential in other fields. The organization scheme of the study is given as follows: In next section, we briefly review the Schrödinger equation with Cornell potential on based to Ref. [29] . The Section 3, devoted to studying the three deformed Schrödinger equation by applying both Boopp's shift method to the Cornell potential. In the 03025-3 fourth section and by applying standard perturbation theory we find the quantum spectrum of the excited states in (NC-3D: RSP) for spin-orbital interaction. In the next section, we derive the magnetic spectrum for (m.c.p.). In the sixth section, we resume the global spectrum and corresponding noncommutative Hamiltonian for (m.c.p.). Finally, the important results and the conclusions are discussed in last section.
REVIEW THE EIGNENFUNCTIONS AND THE ENERGY EIGENVALUES FOR CORNELL POTENTIAL IN ORDINARY THREE DIMEN-SIONAL SPACES
As it is studied, in ref [29] , the interaction potential between a quark and anti-quark is determined from the following central potential, namely Cornell potential: 
The Nikivarov-Uvarov method has been applied in ref. [29] 
Where  and  are given by: 
DEFORMED SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION AND MODIFIED CORNELL POTENTIAL IN (NC-3D: RSP):
This section is devoted to constructing of non relativistic modified Schrödinger equations in (NC-3D: RSP) for (m.c.p.); to achieve this subject, we apply the essentials following steps [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] In recently work, we are interest with the first variety (15.1), after straightforward calculations, we can obtain the three important terms, which will be use to determine the (m.c.p.) potential in (NC: 3D-RSP), respectively, as: 
It's clearly, that the three first terms are given the ordinary Cornell potential and kinetic energy in three dimensional spaces while the rest terms are proportional's with infinitesimals parameters (  ,  ), thus, we can considered as a perturbations term, we noted by   , , , , 
Which allows us to form a diagonal   
The Exact Spin-orbital Spectrum for (m.c.p.) Potential in (NC: 3D-RSP) Symmetries for Ground States for Quarkonium Systems
After determining the perturbative term of Hamil- (29) Where, the new factor 1) ( 1) , , , , 2
Where, the nine terms
,, 2  6  2  2 2  2  7  0   2  2  2  2 2  2  8  0   2  4  22  2  9  0 ,, It is important to notice that the terms (35.1-9) are the same terms which we obtained in our ref. [47] . Thus, the exact modifications for first excited states produced by spin-orbital effect: 
THE EXACT GLOBAL SPECTRUM OF THE LOWEST EXCITATIONS STATES FOR (M.C.P.) POTENTIAL IN (NC:3D-RSP) SYM-METRIES FOR QUARKOUNIOM SYSTEMS :
Let us now resume the eigenenergies of the (d.s.e) obtained in this paper, the total modified energies 
